The Transformation
Almost one year ago Joe was struggling in school. Not with learning or grades or behavior. Those were challenges he met head on and did very well. But Joe had issues in other areas of school. School was not a friendly place for him but a place where his low self-confidence and extreme shyness made him apprehensive in and out of the classroom. He would stand on the edge of the playground and watch the other kids play ball or tag or the game of the day at recess.  His shyness made him unable to approach new classmates and ask to join in. Being called on in class was an anxiety laden event every day. There was always the fear of giving the wrong answer and being laughed at that made him not want to respond with anything more than " I don't know.".
Joe's difficulties were having a negative impact on his social development. Then one day he mentioned an interest in karate while discussing a possible sport he would want to participate in. Group sports were of no interest which wasn't a great surprise. So, he was enrolled in Hess's Oriental Martial Arts program. AND THE TRANSFORMATION BEGAN!
Over the past year Joe began a slow but steady change. He started his training while still fighting his dread of interacting with new people and possibly making mistakes. He fought back tears yet faced his fears and came through it with a new found confidence. How did this transformation occur in such a short time in such an unusual setting? The success certainly is partially due to Joe's hard work but equally important was the influence of the Master Instructor Kirk Hess. Observing his instruction style over time it became evident that his years of experience working with students of diverse abilities and backgrounds allowed him to focus on individual needs quickly and effectively. 
Educators/teachers know that there are three ways a child can learn: by hearing, seeing, or doing. The most effective approach is to offer all three. And these methods need to be offered in an emotionally safe environment geared for student success. Master Instructor Hess skillfully offers his instruction in just this way. He uses no unconstructive pressure just encouragement. There are no forced comparisons between students just an emphasis on individual achievement. Positive criticism is the standard and self -confidence is the result. Proper discipline is an essential component and the result is increased self-discipline and self-control. With all these important educational elements in place under the supervision and expertise of Master Hess there is no question as to why there has been such an obvious and positive change in Joe.
And Joe's successes have transferred from karate to school. His new found confidence has allowed him to feel emotionally safe enough to laugh at his mistakes, speak out, and take chances at school. He has friends that he plays ball with at school and feels like part of the group.  He is still Joe. His quiet, self-controlled manner still exists. But he has just begun a journey in a new way of approaching life that includes taking chances, attempting new things, adjusting for mistakes made, and enjoying making new friends. A welcomed transformation indeed!

